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A New President for TWC2 

 
At TWC2’s latest Annual General Meeting, on 22

nd
 March, Dr Noorashikin 

Abdul Rahman was elected President of TWC2. She is a veteran activist on 
migrant worker matters. Noor says: 

"I have been on the board of TWC2 since it was first registered as a society in 
2004. I am passionate about the issue of migrant workers' rights and have 
contributed to the organisation in various capacities such as research, 
capacity building and advocacy. 
  
It is daunting to take on the responsibility as President as the TWC2 today has 
grown in scale, reach and diversity of its activities compared to ten years ago. 
However, I have a fantastic Board that works hard to ensure that the 
organisation continues to grow in keeping with its Mission and Vision. I am 
also inspired by the energy displayed by new volunteers who come on board 
with great ideas and commitment to the cause. 
 
 I expect my role to change slightly with this nomination. As President, I will 
have to devote more time to stay on top of administrative matters and be 
more visible as the face of TWC2. I will also continue to focus my energy in 
supporting and strengthening our capacity to assist migrant domestic workers 
in distress and advocate for their rights, an area of work that I have a personal 
interest in." 
 
Noor succeeds Dr Russell Heng who, having served two full terms in 
succession as president, was not eligible to stand again.  
 
The AGM was attended by 48 members. It heard reports on the society’s 
work and finances in 2014. Seven members of the retiring committee stood 
for election to the 2015-2017 one and two new members were elected. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

International Domestic 
Workers Day (IDWD) 

International Domestic Workers 
Day (16th June) marks the day in 
2011 when the International 
Labour Organisation passed the 
Domestic Workers Convention 
(C189). 

TWC2 is planning an event with 
domestic workers on 14th June, the 
nearest Sunday to IDWD. If you’d 
like to help with that, please let the 
office know. 

*** 

Next Heartbeat 

The next Heartbeat, our get-

together for people interested in 
volunteering with TWC2, is at the 
TWC2 office  on Wednesday, 13th 
May, at 7.30pm. If you’re 
interested in coming along, please 
register with TWC2’s 
Administration Officer at 

info@twc2.org.sg 
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Events 
March 6th: Rob Teo from TWC2's Public Education team spoke with more than 40 students from St Gabriel's Secondary School 
as part of their Active Citizenship Program. The event was facilitated by SoCh (Social Change) in Action and is part of a global 
movement aimed at empowering young people to shape society for a better tomorrow. TWC2 joined four other community 
organisations to deliver concurrent presentations to students from various Secondary 3 classes. These students would later 
identify the community segment they wanted to engage with most and work towards designing and undertaking a project that 
would allow them to contribute towards building a more inclusive society. 

March 8
th

: Volunteers from TWC2, Indonesian Family Network (IFN) and Filipino Family Network (FFN) joined forces to host an 
information table as part of “All Fired Up!”, the celebration of International Women's Day organized at Hong Lim Park by the 
Association of Women for Action & Research. Visitors to the event were treated to a mini football tournament, jugglers and 
piñatas, live performances, and more. A large number of visitors also dropped by at our information table to find out more about 
challenges facing foreign domestic and migrant workers in Singapore, as well as review a sample of our research and information 
materials, alongside handicrafts produced by IFN and FFN volunteers through their weekly enrichment classes.  

 

At the TWC2 stand: publications and handicraft items made by women of the IFN and FFN on display. 

March 22
nd

: TWC2’s 2015 Annual General Meeting was the best attended since the society was founded, with 48 members 
present. Reports were presented on the society’s work in the previous year and on the society’s finances.  

Elections were held for all the positions on the TWC2 Executive Committee. As Russell Heng had served two terms and could not 
serve as president for a third consecutive term, Noorashikin Abdul Rahman stood for the post and was elected.  

March 29
th

: The Indonesian Family Network held its 6
th

 annual graduation ceremony for women who had completed courses in 
its 2014 programme. The network provided classes in Computer (basic and advanced), Basic English, English (intermediate), 
Handicrafts, Photography and Ukelele playing. This was a celebratory occasion, marking the ninth birthday of IFN, as well as the 
graduations, and so was appropriately marked by a dance and musical performances.  

Guests included Professor Ismunander from the Indonesian embassy, Russell Heng and John Gee from TWC2, Angie Jerez from 
the Filipino Family Network and Sisi Sukiato from HOME attended. TWC2’s Immediate Past President, Russell Heng, and John 
Gee, from TWC2, both took part in the award presentations. All present were impressed when Russell read a speech in Bahasa 
Indonesia written by TWC2’s new president, Dr Noorashikin Abdul Rahman, who could not be present. 

April 15
th

: In the third week of April, the number of “likes” on the TWC2 website passed 5000. 
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Graduates from IFN’s 2014 courses and guests at the awards ceremony in March. 

 

 Wahyuni Story Creates a Stir 

On March 1
st

, the TWC2 website published the story of Wahyuni, an Indonesian domestic worker who TWC2 sheltered and 
assisted. She had only been paid a fraction of her salary since she started work and had not had a day off for over two years. 
Within two days, the story had received 31,000 hits from readers. It was picked up by “The New Paper”, but its feature 
contained comments from a Ministry of Manpower spokesperson that challenged the accuracy of the TWC2 account.  We 
carefully went over all our records of the case, did follow-up checks on it and then published our response on 20

th
 March. Well 

over 3000 visitors read the response over the next four days. The original article can be read at: 

http://twc2.org.sg/2015/03/01/acting-on-a-tip-off-twc2-rescues-a-maid-trapped-over-two-years-without-a-day-off/ 

The follow up article is at: 

http://twc2.org.sg/2015/03/20/acting-on-a-tip-off-twc2-rescues-a-maid-trapped-over-two-years-without-a-day-off-part-2/ 
  

The stories also featured on the Tremeritus and The Online Citizen websites, which multiplied the readership.  

Following their appearance, we had a surge of requests for information and an increase in the number of domestic workers 
seeking our assistance. 

**** 

A Doctor’s Duty 

When a worker suffers a work injury and is taken to a doctor by an employer, to whom is the doctor responsible in deciding on 
the worker’s treatment and the time he should have off on medical certificate (MC) to recover? This question is posed very 
directly by Rubel’s story, told on the TWC2 website here: 

http://twc2.org.sg/2015/04/19/whose-interests-should-doctors-look-out-for/ 

http://twc2.org.sg/2015/03/01/acting-on-a-tip-off-twc2-rescues-a-maid-trapped-over-two-years-without-a-day-off/
http://twc2.org.sg/2015/03/20/acting-on-a-tip-off-twc2-rescues-a-maid-trapped-over-two-years-without-a-day-off-part-2/
http://twc2.org.sg/2015/04/19/whose-interests-should-doctors-look-out-for/
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Could You Shelter a Domestic Worker? 

Although TWC2 has provided assistance and support for domestic workers facing problems since the society was founded, 
we’ve had a problem with handling the more serious cases: we did not have a shelter where women who needed to leave their 
employers could stay. We would have to refer these workers to others who did have shelters. 

At the beginning of 2014, a group of volunteers and TWC2 social workers met to discuss a possible way to meet short and 
medium term needs: house workers in the homes of volunteer hosts. 

The shelter committee identified two host families willing to open their homes to domestic workers in need of shelter, food, 
emotional and psychological support while TWC2 social workers processed their cases with the MOM, police or relevant 
government bodies. The first worker went to a host’s home in March 2014.  

The programme has been a success. From March 2014 to April 15
th

 2015, 30 women were sheltered: 28 domestic workers, a care 
worker and a woman who was deceived into paying to obtain a job that did not exist. Most of the domestic worker cases 
involved non-payment of salaries and were concluded fairly quickly and successfully within days: the longest took four months. 
Typically, the women had previously been confined to their employers’ homes, with little or no contact with the outside world. 

The pilot scheme has proved successful and we want to expand the programme. We’d like to hear from volunteer shelterers. 

They will need to agree to be screened by TWC2 social workers prior to being approved as hosts. This includes going through a 
home visit and a comprehensive interview, similar to that of a home study for foster and adoptive families. Hosts should be 
ready to agree to routine visits by the responsible TWC2 staff and be available for phone calls pertaining to the workers’ cases, 
but we will do our very best not to trouble hosts unnecessarily.  

As a protective measure for the host families, the women being sheltered will be required to sign a contract, stating that they 
will abide by house rules. Sheltered workers should not be asked to take on the role of unpaid domestic workers in hosts’ homes, 
though they should take care of their personal space. 

Lifeline Fund 

A fund has now been set up to support the programme. “Lifeline –a fund for exploited and abused migrant women workers” will: 

1. Defray transport costs for workers within Singapore so that the workers can keep their appointments with the authorities. 

2. Cover reasonable costs of workers making calls home to their families. 

3. Defray costs for workers who don’t have access to their personal possessions: often, these were left behind in their 
employer’s residence when the worker got away, and may not be recovered immediately. 

4. Provide a small allowance for at least a month for workers who would otherwise return home without any money. 

We’d be pleased to hear from anyone ready to consider being a shelterer or contributing to the Lifeline Fund in any way. 

Clothes 

There is one other way to help, and that’s by donating clothes. Women who escape from employers who have treated them 
badly in some way generally have to leave in just the clothes they are wearing at the time, so we could do with a small stock of 
women’s clothes in small sizes: none of the domestic workers who we have sheltered are tall! If you can pass on anything 
appropriate, it can be left at the TWC2 office and will then be passed to a shelterer. 

In Brief: Fewer Domestic Workers Die in Accidental Falls 

When a series of deaths of domestic workers in falls from high buildings were reported in early 2012, there was considerable 
public concern. The Humanitarian Organisation for Migration Economics (HOME) launched a petition calling for a ban on workers 
cleaning the outside of windows on high buildings.  Former TWC2 president, John Gee, wrote an article that appeared in “The 
Straits Times”, and practical measures were proposed on our website. In June, 2012, the work permit conditions of domestic 
workers were amended to ban the cleaning of the exterior of windows unless an employer or adult representative of the 
employer is present and window grilles are in place and locked during cleaning. 
 
The result has been a big decline in the number of falls during window cleaning. In 2012, 10 workers were killed and eight 
suffered non-fatal falls; in 2013, one worker died and five had non-fatal falls; in 2014, one died and six had non-fatal falls.  
 
These figures were made available to “The New Paper” by the Ministry of Manpower (Andrea Seat, “More maids, fewer falls”, 
13

th
 April 2015). It is not clear from the report whether these figures cover all falls by domestic workers from high buildings 

(including suicides and deaths while trying to escape from bad employment conditions) or are simply those for accidental deaths 
while working. 
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Reducing Xenophobia with AnOther Angle 

 
A futsal game ends with hugs and handshakes all round: East Coast Park, March 1

st
. 

 
There has been a long-standing problem of xenophobia in Singapore, catalysed perhaps by the influx of foreigners who have 
been entering the country. Prior to AnOther Angle, there had been little effort targeted at Singaporeans to battle the 
discrimination and largely irrational fear of foreigners, and foreign workers in particular.  The brainchild of four final year 
students from the Wee Kim Wee School of Communication at Nanyang Technological University (NTU), AnOther Angle was 
conceived because we thought that Singaporeans had a lot of room to grow in this arena; to eradicate xenophobia and promote 
the message of acceptance and appreciation.  
 
Having completed the campaign, it may be surprising to realise that it all started with an idea: a simple idea to reduce 
xenophobia, coupled with a tonne of passion and hard work from all of our group members. Honestly, if we were told that we 
would eventually achieve more than 30 million online and offline media impressions, we would all have laughed at the thought. 
The impact of our campaign so far has completely surpassed our original expectations but it is not without hard work and 
passion that we have come so far.  
 
The thought that we were in over our heads occurred to us every time we sat down to plan for the social media content and our 
events: after all, we were just students. Who were we to embark on such an ambitious project? There were definitely many 
challenges, which we encountered along the way. However, the people we met and contacts we made throughout the course of 
the campaign have paved the way for us, and made the process less and less daunting. People such as Russell Heng from TWC2 
and Shivaji Das, who organised the Migrant Worker Poetry Competition, as well as many others who have supported us in 
sponsorship and given helpful advice throughout the planning and execution of our campaign. 
 
Since xenophobia was a relatively contentious topic to broach, we decided to adopt a humanistic approach, sharing interesting 
stories and encouraging empathy from Singaporeans. This was followed by two events, which provided a platform for 
Singaporeans to interact with migrant workers on an equal playing field.  
 
We conceived our events by chance; we were casually discussing the issue and we thought that perhaps the use of sports would 
be a good idea to give both groups an equal platform to interact and work towards a common goal. True enough, after some 
formal research, we found that this was indeed a proven theory - Contact Hypotehesis, which basically affirms that sports are a 
very good tool in bringing two different groups together and fostering better integration and even friendship. With that, we 
proceeded to plan for a sports exchange.  
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The sports exchange was held on 18 January 2015. We invited along a local football team and a team of migrant workers who 
play kabaddi, which is a popular contact sport in India. The sports exchange, like its name suggests, indicated learning a sport 
from each other. The migrant workers taught locals kabaddi and likewise, the locals coached the migrant workers in soccer. It 
was relatively awkward initially, as the locals have not interacted with migrant workers before and vice versa. We also had 
doubts if using sports was effective in reducing xenophobia.  

 
Arguably, the sports exchange was perhaps one of our biggest challenges. We organised the event entirely on our own and this 
was tough because the planning stages started very early in our campaign and, as we had yet to obtain credibility for our efforts, 
people were unwilling to partner with us to carry out the event. Furthermore, we were all inexperienced in event planning and 
this proved to be quite a challenge for all of us. Thankfully, we managed to pull through and the event was quite a success, the 
friendships and camaraderie we saw inspired us to continue our efforts to further our cause.   

 
At the end of the sports exchange, it was heart-warming to see that the participants had become fast friends, with a number of 
them exchanging contacts with each other. We understood that by placing the migrant workers and Singaporeans on an equal 
playing field, both groups are able to learn from one another without the employer-employee hierarchy they are used to. 
Interviews conducted with several participants were filmed and uploaded on YouTube and they were largely optimistic, and they 
felt that the sports exchange was a good step in tackling xenophobia. 

  

This positive response spurred us to continue with a larger event, Futsal Festival 2015 (FF’15), one that we had been planning 
since the start of the campaign. The sports exchange had served as a ‘beta-test’ and following its success, FF’15 was catered to a 
wider audience. The main aim of FF’15 was to encourage interaction between migrant workers and Singaporeans, and ideally, to 
forge bonds between the two groups. At FF’15, the participants reported an hour before kick-off to get acquainted with their 
teams. During the games, they built rapport as they needed to work together as teams to score. Amity was also observed among 
participants who were not playing or who did not qualify in preliminary rounds, as many stayed on to cheer for other 
participants. With the success of FF’15, it can be seen that sports are a good medium for reducing prejudices between locals and 
migrant workers. 

  
Overall, the feedback we received was both heartening and fulfilling. We are overjoyed to have not only left impressions in the 
hearts of many Singaporeans but also to have opened up the discussion about xenophobia in Singapore. The people we have 
met and experiences we have encountered along the way have been enriching for all of us as individuals. It is our biggest hope 
that our campaign can inspire other similar initiatives, so that xenophobia in Singapore – not just towards migrant workers – can 
eventually be quashed. 

AnOther Angle 
 

 
Tammie, Noreen, Claire and Yun Lum, the women of AnOther Angle 
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Is This What Friends Do? 

 
Last November, while I was working on a survey among Bangladeshi workers, one started to tell me about the problems he had 
with his employers. Then he went on to tell me how those problems began at home.  
 
"My friend said that he could help me get a good job in Singapore," he said. The young man obtained a job with a sub-contractor 
in Singapore, but it paid little more than half of what he'd been promised. After just three months, the subcontractor told him 
that he was no longer required. He called the agent to whom the friend had introduced him in Bangladesh and complained. The 
agent said that he was sorry, and that he would help him find a good employer. He did help him to find another employer, but 
the new boss was only a little better than the previous one. The worker suffered an injury and so found himself deeply in debt, 
having paid the agent in advance for both jobs with money that he had to borrow. 
 
"I called my friend and told him what had happened and asked for help, but next time I called, he did not answer and I have not 
been able to find him since," said the young man, on the verge of tears. 
 
Unfortunately, his story is not unusual. Many a migrant worker, when asked about how he came to Singapore, says that his 
friend told him about the opportunities here and introduced him to a recruitment agent. A few were even lent money by "my 
friend", who expected to be paid back with interest.  
 
This can also be an element in trafficking. Reading a few accounts of trafficking into sexual and labour exploitation last year, I 
was struck by several references to "my friend" who played a very direct part in recruiting young women and men for jobs that 
seemed attractive, but that turned their lives into nightmares.  
 
In all these cases, I could not help feeling surprised at hearing those words: "my friend". No-one ever said "my former friend", 
"the person I thought was a friend", “my so-called friend” or "my friend" qualified by an expletive, which I could well have 
understood in the circumstances.  
 
These people had clearly profited from the advice and "help" they'd given. They had acted in full knowledge of what awaited 
those they helped to recruit. Nevertheless, none of the workers who suffered the consequences of their actions sounded bitter 
or vengeful towards those who had played no small part in ruining years of their lives, although I did have the impression that 
those I spoke with would never trust them again.  
 
To some extent, it would seem that their recruiters are protected by relationships within villages and by the expectations of 
migrant workers' families. Returning workers come back to families and communities that want to hear good news stories from 
those who set out to earn money in richer countries and so most keep memories of exploitation and degradation to themselves. 
People who have suffered at the hands of acquaintances involved in recruitment know that a confrontation with them can result 
in conflict between families, each supporting its own, and they don't want to push their resentment that far. 
 
Perhaps some of these migrants see themselves as equally at fault. After all, they were not forced to accept the "help" they were 
offered, but made a decision that seemed reasonable at the time. Perhaps the workers find the behaviour of these 
acquaintances understandable, to some extent. They usually come from communities where job opportunities are few and 
hardship a fact of daily life. What can they do, with families to look after and land that does not produce quite enough to support 
them, particularly when the families face new demands, from the cost of treating a severe illness or injury to paying for 
education or finding the money to pay for a wedding? 
 
Desperate people do desperate things and the same hardship that impels a person to take a chance on seeking work abroad 
drives another into taking advantage of that need. The problem is really one of developing economies poor in social provisions 
and opportunities for decently paid work, rather than the greed and unscrupulousness of village-level recruiters. Eventually, 
development will solve it.  
 
Meanwhile, governmental bodies and NGOs concerned with migrants' well being can help by providing accurate information on 
what workers should expect when coming to Singapore (as they are already attempting to do from the Singapore end). Present 
day or returned migrants, when they are in contact with people back home, can do some useful public education by cautioning 
those who may think of going to work abroad to be wary of people whose friendship does not go deep and who seem over-eager 
to arrange jobs elsewhere for them. It may not be easy for them to do that, but it does more harm to allow people to be 
wronged because they don't have trustworthy advice. 

John Gee 
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For Safe and Decent Accommodation 
 
Two Bangladeshi workers, 22 year old Mamun Abdullah and 20 year old Hosen Ali, died in a fire in a four-storey building in 
Geylang on April 3rd. It was reported that the apartment where they stayed was crowded, with up to 30 workers staying in a 
room that should have held no more than eight people. 
 
Many workers stay in such accommodation and see it as part of the price to be paid for having a job in Singapore, which is why 
they rarely come to TWC2 to complain about their housing conditions. We normally only hear about how bad they can be when 
workers who seek our help with other problems mention them in passing or tell us they are staying in a place that we already 
know to be poor accommodation. When we need to find temporary accommodation for a worker who needs somewhere decent 
to stay following medical treatment, we aim to ensure that the place is clean and safe. 
 
There was extensive media coverage of the fire and its aftermath, along with commentaries about what could be done to prevent 
such things happening again. Responding to one constructive commentary, TWC2’s new president, Dr Noorashikin Abdul 
Rahman, remarked on the broader context that needs to be considered in formulating policies of prevention. Her letter was 
published in “The Straits Times” on 17

th
 April. We reproduce it as published: 

 
 I welcome the perceptive and forceful comments made by Toh Yong Chuan on the subject of migrant workers being 
crammed into premises where their lives are at risk should a fire break out ("Take action before more die in dorm fires", 
April 7). 
 
He makes some sensible comments on how the problem might be overcome.  
 
However, two more issues need to be addressed: Reducing the amount of debt undertaken by migrant workers to secure 
work in Singapore and enhancing their job security, as money and job insecurities are the main reasons many migrant 
workers here put up with bad conditions of work and housing. 
 
Transient Workers Count Too (TWC2) has been keenly aware of male migrant workers' accommodation problems for 
years. 
 
In our experience, many workers are prepared to accept being housed in poor conditions, which makes preventing 
accidents such as the recent fire in Geylang (“Two foreign workers die in pre-dawn Geylang fire”: April 4) much harder.  
 
Since an employer can send a worker home without giving any reason or allowing the worker to seek alternative 
employment, many workers are afraid to complain either to their employer or to the authorities.  
 
They will bear a lot before they complain. 
 
The two Bangladeshi workers who died were relatively new to Singapore; one was reported to have arrived only in 
January.  
 
Bangladeshi workers generally have to pay placement charges that are almost equal to a full year's earnings; most take 16 
to 17 months to pay off their debt.  
 
These workers would very likely still be paying down their placement costs.  
 
This made for a toxic combination: The workers' fear of deportation would have been amplified by them knowing that if 
sent home early in their placement, they and their families would be worse off than if they had never sought work 
abroad.  
 
Dealing with these problems will empower migrant workers to speak up about bad conditions in general, including poor 
accommodation.  
 
Without that, employers out to save money on accommodation and landlords out to exploit this, regardless of the human 
cost, will be able to take the cooperation of migrant workers in their own shabby treatment for granted. 
 

***** 
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Domestic Workers’ Mental Health: New HOME Report 

The mental health of migrant workers is one of the more under-explored aspects of their experience. Physical illnesses and 
injuries are generally visible or can at least be revealed by fairly simple tests, whereas mental wellbeing is comparatively hard to 
measure and evaluate. Most physical ailments speedily become recognizable and, if due to working conditions, can readily be 
associated with them. This is not so true of mental conditions, which tend to develop over time and be harder to attribute to 
specific causes.  

There have been several recent projects that have attempted to undertake an evaluation of the mental wellbeing of migrant 
workers. One that has just come to fruition is the research carried out by a team of the Humanitarian Organisation for Migration 
Economics (HOME), led by German psychologist, Anja Wessels.  

“Home sweet home? Work, life and well-being of foreign domestic workers”, released in May, is based on interviews with 670 
domestic workers from the three largest groups by nationality employed in Singapore: Indonesians, Filipinas and Myanmar 
workers. 

The major finding of this well-researched report is that about 24 per cent of foreign domestic workers in Singapore suffer from 
poor mental health. This compares unfavourably with findings for the local population: in 2010, the Institute of Mental Health 
found that approximately 12% of the residents in Singapore had mental health problems. 

The report argues that the reasons for this lie in the workers’ conditions of employment. Factors such as working away from 
home in an unfamiliar environment can impose stress on anyone (not surprisingly, 70 per cent report feeling homesick at some 
point), but the report sees the main factors disturbing the mental wellbeing of domestic workers as ones concerning their 
relationship with their employers and the trials of every day working life.  

Less than four in ten workers (38 per cent) said that they were treated with dignity by their employers and 51 per cent said they 
were verbally abused. Many workers reported long hours of work and restrictions on their movement and ability to 
communicate with the outside world. The average working day was 13 hours, 40 per cent had less than a weekly day off; 67per 
cent had their passports held by their employers; 74% reported a degree of restriction of movement and 73% experienced 
restrictions on outside communications.  

In addition, 35 per cent of respondents reported the withholding of salaries or some other form of economic abuse. 

HOME’s research indicating differences in the treatment of workers by nationality will not come as a surprise to many people, 
but is valuable in putting some definite figures on it. Regardless of how long they have been employed, Filipina workers tend to 
be paid more than Indonesians, who in turn are paid more than Myanmar workers (averaging respectively S$555, S$516 and 
S$474 a month respectively). Indonesian workers tended to work an hour longer than Filipinas, while Filipinas were more likely 
than the others to retain their personal documents.  

The overall picture is of a range of employment circumstances. At one end of the spectrum are workers who work less hours 
than the average, have a weekly day off, are treated considerately by employers and are paid in full, and who are more likely to 
be Filipinas; at the other end are those in the worst conditions, who are more likely to be from Myanmar or Indonesia. These are 
the workers most likely to suffer mental health problems. Long hours of work are probably, in themselves, less of a problem than 
isolation and abusive treatment. 

In the opinion of this reviewer, the HOME report, while highlighting a number of facts that should be disturbing to the concerned 
public, probably gives an over-optimistic view of domestic workers’ position. This is because of the difficulty all researchers have 
in interviewing workers who receive no days off and who are deliberately kept in isolation through the confiscation of their 
telephones, monitoring of all forms of communication with the outside world (including opening of letters or prohibitions 
against talking to other workers employed by neighbours) and restricted or non-existent opportunities to go out alone. The 
percentage of workers in the HOME report who said they had no days off was 0.8 per cent, but in April 2015, the Ministry of 
Manpower released the results of a survey of 2000 workers hired during the preceding year that indicated that 39 per cent had 
less than one day off a month. It seems highly probable that there are tens of thousands of workers who have no days off whose 
employment conditions – and hence, the state of their mental health – is worse than that represented in HOME’s report: 
another argument for a mandatory day off policy that really means regular days off for all domestic workers. 

John Gee 

To read the full HOME report, see: 

http://home.org.sg/around-one-quarter-of-foreign-domestic-workers-surveyed-have-poor-mental-health-home-less-than-half-
are-given-weekly-days-off/ 
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Fifteen Years of the UN Trafficking Protocol 
The year 2015 marks the 15th anniversary of the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially 
Women and Children. Is this a time to celebrate progress or has the Protocol caused more problems than it has solved? 
  
Issue 4 of the Anti-Trafficking Review takes stock of the impact of the Trafficking Protocol. This issue presents thoughtful, 
innovative and well-researched articles by a range of academics, experts and practitioners that address critical questions on this 
landmark piece of legislation. 
  
The Protocol created frameworks which have impacted people's lives: differentiating smuggling from trafficking; marking out 
women and children, rather than men, as priority stakeholders; defining trafficking broadly; placing organ sale within the 
mainstream of anti-trafficking work; and emphasising the concept of 'abuse of power' in the identification of trafficking. What do 
the effects of these aspects of the Protocol look like on the ground, after 15 years of building anti-trafficking into government, 
NGO and INGO programming? 
  
How do those who negotiated the Protocol view it now? How has the Protocol's definition of trafficking been received and what 
aspects of the definition continue to be problematic or controversial? Furthermore, what work needs to be done to make the 
Protocol more useful (to people who are trafficked) in the decades ahead? Some have questioned the new international legal 
framework around trafficking established by the Protocol due to its placement under a crime control convention and the implicit 
prioritisation of prosecutions over human rights and victim protection. Many have worked hard to prioritise human rights in anti-
trafficking laws as well as in anti-trafficking practice. 
  
Some of the articles take a global or general viewpoint, while others are grounded in certain contexts - India, the Burma-China 
border, Eritrea and the Horn of Africa, the UK, Norway, Brazil and Singapore. The issue has five full research articles and one 
interview with a prosecutor from Brazil, in addition to a 'Debate' section.  
   
Five 'Debate' pieces defend or reject the following proposition: The Trafficking Protocol has Advanced the Global Movement 
Against Human Exploitation. 
  
Published by the Global Alliance Against Traffic in Women, the Anti-Trafficking Review is a peer-reviewed academic journal that 
promotes a human rights based approach to anti-trafficking, and offers a space for dialogue for those seeking to communicate 
new ideas and findings. The journal is an open source publication with a readership in over 100 countries.  

www.antitraffickingreview.org 
 

 

LOG ONTO OUR WEBSITE www.twc2.org.sg AND JOIN OUR FACEBOOK PAGE FOR UP-TO-DATE NEWS, EVENTS AND FEATURES, AND 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COMMUNITY OF MIGRANT WORKER ADVOCATES. 
TO HELP ENSURE TWC2 CONTINUES ITS WORK TO RAISE AWARENESS AND IMPROVE CONDITIONS FOR MIGRANT WORKERS, PLEASE 
CONSIDER SUPPORTING OUR WORK THROUGH A DONATION. YOU COULD SEND A CHEQUE, DO A BANK TRANSFER (details below), or LOG ON 
TO THE WEBSITE and donate through the fundraising portals sggives.org or give.sg. 
Account name: Transient Workers Count Too 
Bank:  DBS Bank Ltd Singapore, 12 Marina Boulevard, Marina Bay Financial Centre, Tower 3, Singapore 018982 
Type:  Current Account 
Number: 006-900625-0 
Bank code:  7171 
Swift Code: DBSSSGSG 
If paying in US$ from overseas, provide details of DBS agent bank as follows: Pay to Bank of New York Mellon, New York (SWIFT address: 
IRVTUS3N) FED ABA: 021000018. For account of: DBS Bank Ltd, Singapore (SWIFT address: DBSSSGSG) 

 
IF YOU WISH TO CEASE RECEIVING THE TWC2 NEWSLETTER, PLEASE EMAIL THE PHRASE “Unsubscribe TWC2 Newsletter” TO info@twc2.org.sg FROM THE EMAIL ADDRESS TO WHICH WE SENT IT  

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ujJDjNEsyse14JN8rha7ewlcAeeYikn3hf_GL3diSx0QVEkeUhDOEXcG5zjUnlyoQXp21oNea-FRl_pS-va-vNauXn63Jmb96bmplnF_vIDTBzJzGfwzPGcfyiVbTGZ_B-JqDaN7h2zI3dHelFMH8AdotbLo6lBwrhAgauBQ5AHfhJ_nfkh6UsQ_M-RUcMsxVxJrcwl6fQaB-yLTw9TkqOLzlggb2zFQ&c=VyfwDCyjD4wvL0bJgeS72pfPisA99h0xKPrrKJ2E64u5Z5ZfC3C94w==&ch=VZEWTxVpkF3eMmA-_ylbXwzFnHc8LxwWcPO0BJuvYAFNI7mruzAiMQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ujJDjNEsyse14JN8rha7ewlcAeeYikn3hf_GL3diSx0QVEkeUhDOEZvXGLLoWyipNjqMPXkIs9VvGzK7YTYK07_TRxmo74HmgEC4VB0mr7nMG_EMDU64xneV0B_SE9EqP0d2gKD3h6g_7B8CyrRCeEAyB8GHuL_FS91R92tSd6g=&c=VyfwDCyjD4wvL0bJgeS72pfPisA99h0xKPrrKJ2E64u5Z5ZfC3C94w==&ch=VZEWTxVpkF3eMmA-_ylbXwzFnHc8LxwWcPO0BJuvYAFNI7mruzAiMQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ujJDjNEsyse14JN8rha7ewlcAeeYikn3hf_GL3diSx0QVEkeUhDOEbY71STVoeON-2Mj_jeQMk1d_UsfYb5DBalZwmW5NnR9iNqE0fLisgzxTtc4PyKNkH9CEmoiKI_AyiigoSrpNdB_Xs3NAFsZhiObo4qfNHoHSoS-qG_ghJ52oaClBdQx9r4U2f2X2PWD&c=VyfwDCyjD4wvL0bJgeS72pfPisA99h0xKPrrKJ2E64u5Z5ZfC3C94w==&ch=VZEWTxVpkF3eMmA-_ylbXwzFnHc8LxwWcPO0BJuvYAFNI7mruzAiMQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ujJDjNEsyse14JN8rha7ewlcAeeYikn3hf_GL3diSx0QVEkeUhDOEXcG5zjUnlyoQXp21oNea-FRl_pS-va-vNauXn63Jmb96bmplnF_vIDTBzJzGfwzPGcfyiVbTGZ_B-JqDaN7h2zI3dHelFMH8AdotbLo6lBwrhAgauBQ5AHfhJ_nfkh6UsQ_M-RUcMsxVxJrcwl6fQaB-yLTw9TkqOLzlggb2zFQ&c=VyfwDCyjD4wvL0bJgeS72pfPisA99h0xKPrrKJ2E64u5Z5ZfC3C94w==&ch=VZEWTxVpkF3eMmA-_ylbXwzFnHc8LxwWcPO0BJuvYAFNI7mruzAiMQ==
http://www.twc2.org.sg/
mailto:info@twc2.org.sg
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